The SE373 Steel Shot Circle consists of two flat segments that are installed end to end to form a 7 ft. circle. Each segment is roll bent out of 1/4" x 1 1/2" steel strip to a radius of 42". This product is designed to be bolted to the surface of a new or existing level pad. Mounting holes are drilled at the ends and center of each segment for 1/4" anchors. This circle is compliant with NFHS/IAA specifications for high schools.

NOTE: When used as a shot circle, a SE360 Wood Toeboard, a SE361 Fiberglass Toeboard, or a SE364 Aluminum Toeboard (shown above) is required. Toeboards are sold separately.

NOTICE: All installations should be conducted by experienced contractors and in accord with all applicable codes, laws and regulations. Suggested instructions herein are illustrative only and should be adapted to suit local requirements. SportsEdge is not responsible for the manner in which these products are installed.
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